
Perceptions of IMC after a Decade of

Development: Who’s at the Wheel,

and How Can We Measure Success?

The literature on integrated marketing communication (IMC) in the decade since its

introduction offers evidence that debates over the definition, acceptance, leadership,

and measurement of IMC remain unresolved. A survey was conducted to investigate

leadership preferences and perceptions of appropriate methods of measurement and

agency compensation in planning and implementing IMC. The survey was conducted

by internet among samples of six professional groups with ties to marketing

communication: advertising agency executives, public relations agency executives,

corporate marketing executives, corporate public relations executives, advertising and

marketing academics, and public relations academics. The survey revealed some

clustering of leadership preferences but little movement toward marketing

communication measurement and agency compensation methods consistent with

models of IMC as a developing paradigm.

IMC: A TOPIC OF CONFLICT

SPAWNED CIRCA 1990 by marketing communica-

tion academics and practitioners looking for a

new paradigm or theory to keep pace with soci-

etal developments and media technology in the

21st century, Integrated Marketing Communica-

tion (IMC) remains controversial. Advances in

scholarship and reported applications of IMC in

the last decade leave room for differences of opin-

ion about whether IMC is an accepted marketing

practice, either above or on the same footing with

advertising and public relations (see, for example,

Cornelissen and Lock, 2000; Schultz and Kitchen,

2000). Controversy persists about the definition of

IMC, about who should lead its implementation,

and about methods of measuring its success.

As late as the fall of 2000, an article (Schultz

and Kitchen, 2000) co-authored by Don E. Schultz,

a principal pioneer and a leading continuing ad-

vocate of IMC, defended IMC against the charge

that it is a “management fashion” rather than a

theoretical concept (Cornelissen and Lock, 2000).

In their defense, Schultz and Kitchen described

IMC as “weak in terms of definition” (p. 18), and

“not yet a theory” (p. 18), but argued that IMC’s

“progression as a concept and discipline is en-

tirely appropriate and in accordance with scien-

tific theory insofar as a new emergent paradigm is

concerned” (p. 18). They added, “So while IMC

lacks a formal agreed-upon definition at this time,

the groundwork is being laid around the world”

(p. 18).

Nevertheless, there have been substantive ad-

vances in the theoretical development of the con-

cept, from the most basic notion of coordinating

all corporate communications to a multistage model

incorporating a focus on all contacts with consum-

ers, as well as notions about market research,

database marketing, and corporate reorganization

to focus on the needs of the consumer rather than

the marketer (Schultz and Kitchen, 1997). Opin-

ions about IMC among advertising and public

relations practitioners and academics, while per-

haps not keeping pace with IMC scholarship, show

evidence of increasing acceptance of IMC and

growth in consensus on a number of elements
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that may be incorporated in a workable

definition of IMC (Swain et al., 2001).

Questions of IMC leadership

It may be reasonable to infer from the

scope of the description of IMC offered in

the Schultz, Tannenbaum, and Lauter-

born (1992) seminal book on IMC that its

successful implementation will require the

attention of a relatively high level of cor-

porate and/or agency management, and

that point of view has been advanced

elsewhere by Schultz and by other au-

thors as well.

Several journal authors have suggested

that control of IMC is or should be a top

management function. Reporting on a sur-

vey of national advertisers, McArthur and

Griffin (1997) found that “The direction

of marketing communication activities was

clearly an internal, upper management

affair” (p. 25).

An IMC study report of the American

Productivity and Quality Center (1998),

authored by Don E. Schultz and several

others, reported as a key finding that,

“Organizations are taking charge of the

integration process themselves rather than

looking to advertising agencies or other

suppliers to provide the coordination”

(p. 8). Another finding was that integra-

tion cannot be driven by formal policies

and procedures alone because it requires

a “high degree of interpersonal and cross-

functional communication within the or-

ganization, across business units, and with

outside suppliers” (p. 8).

A survey of advertising agency execu-

tives by Kitchen and Schultz (1999) found

agency support for client leadership of

IMC. “Agencies, no matter how skilled

or capable, simply can’t integrate a cli-

ent’s marketing communication program

unless the client leads the way” (p. 15),

they reported. A similar view, with a qual-

ification, came from the global IMC re-

search of Gould, Lerman, and Grein (1999):

“. . . the client-marketer is perceived to

be the leader in the process of marketing

globalization, although it is not always

clear with regard to IMC that the client

possesses the expertise to do so” (p. 16).

Low’s (2000) survey of corporate senior

marketing managers produced findings

suggesting that “clients should be re-

sponsible for the strategic direction and

planning, which are the foundation of

integrated communications programs”

(p. 36). “IMC,” he added, “should origi-

nate with client generalists who see the

‘big picture’ and recognize the role of

communications efforts in their overall

marketing strategies” (p. 36).

If there is an apparent degree of agree-

ment that corporations are better equipped

than their agencies to oversee IMC, there is

no universal agreement in the literature on

where within the organization IMC lead-

ership does or should reside. Pettegrew

(2000–2001), writing in a journal devoted

to integrated communication, identified cer-

tain factors as critical barriers to corporate

adoption of IMC: lack of direct support for

IMC and lack of leadership in its imple-

mentation by the corporate CEO, as well

as lack of corporate structure and culture

compatible with implementation of IMC ap-

plications. Pettegrew declared that, “In the

absence of CEO support, there is an oper-

ational threshold past which IMC cannot

be fully or effectively adopted” (p. 29). Pette-

grew’s position derives some support from

an assertion by Sheehan and Doherty (2001)

that “client centralization and organiza-

tional issues” (p. 49), together with turf bat-

tles within organizations, are barriers to

adoption of IMC.

Pettegrew (2000–2001) noted that the

literature and theories of IMC have very

nearly ignored issues of corporate struc-

ture, CEO support, and corporate culture:

“To minimize the influence of the CEO on

company marketing is naïve, but to ex-

clude the CEO in any substantive discus-

sion of IMC adoption and implementation

is simply deficient theory building” (pp.

34–35). He recommended that, to bring

about corporate implementation of IMC,

“The first target of IMC’s persuasive com-

munication ought to be the CEO, fol-

lowed by others in top-level management”

(p. 36).

IMC measurement and agency

compensation

Two other issues, potentially related to

each other, remain unresolved and little

investigated:

• how the success of IMC programs and

campaigns can best be measured; and

• on what basis agencies should be com-

pensated for IMC services.

Those issues are potentially related be-

cause, intuitively, from the point of view

of the agency’s client, there would seem

to be a logic in compensating agencies

for communication achievements—for ex-

ample, changes in or reinforcement of

audience knowledge, attitudes, and/or be-

haviors, including purchase behaviors, as

reflected in sales, revenues, and profits—

rather than for professional activity—

such as advertisements or stories produced

and placed (Spake, D’Souza, Crutchfield,

and Morgan, 1999).

Traditionally, advertising and public re-

lations agencies have been compensated

on the basis of their activities rather than

on the basis of outcomes (Spake, D’Souza,

Crutchfield, and Morgan, 1999). The legit-

imacy of the system of media commis-

sions, based as it is on rates charged by

media for space and circulation, is often

argued based on the achievement of au-

dience exposure to messages, though the

appearance of messages only assures an

opportunity for exposure and may fail to

produce an outcome of value, even if ex-

posure does take place.
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Traditional methods of measurement and

agency compensation may not be appro-

priate in the practice of integrated mar-

keting communication, however. Schultz

and Kitchen’s (2000) assertion that IMC’s

“progression as a concept and discipline

is entirely appropriate and in accordance

with scientific theory insofar as a new

emergent paradigm is concerned” (p. 18)

suggests that IMC may be presumed to

be a developing nontraditional marketing

communication practice—or at least to ex-

tend beyond traditional practices of mar-

keting communication. It is therefore

legitimate to investigate new or appropri-

ate methods of measurement and their

relationship to new or appropriate meth-

ods of agency compensation.

Challenges of IMC measurement

The persistent and difficult challenge of

developing effective measures of IMC has

been commented upon by Schultz and

Kitchen (2000): “We can’t measure IMC

now, and it may be some time before we

can . . . ,” they said, adding, “The prob-

lem, however, is that many marketing ac-

tivities can’t be measured, and the value

of communication effects and impacts are

even more tenuous” (p. 19).

Don Schultz and his colleagues have un-

dertaken to lay the groundwork for the de-

velopment of methods of measuring the

success of integrated marketing communi-

cation activities (see particularly American

Productivity & Quality Center, 1998; Kitchen

and Schultz, 1999; Schultz and Barnes, 1995;

Schultz, Tannenbaum, and Lauterborn,

1992). Kitchen and Schultz (1999) sought

to redefine IMC as a hierarchical process

with four developmental stages: first, com-

munication coordination; second, redefin-

ing marketing communication through

consumer research and feedback; third,

building globally segmented databases to

refine customer communication and behav-

ior measurement; and the fourth and most

sophisticated stage, financial and strategic

integration, which involves monitoring

return-on-investment performance for each

audience segment (American Productivity

& Quality Center, 1998; Kitchen and Schultz,

1999).

As a basis for IMC planning and mea-

surement, Kitchen and Schultz (1999)—as

had Schultz, Tannenbaum, and Lauter-

born (1992)—also advocated an outside-

in, customer-oriented market planning

approach rather than the product push-

pull inside-out approach that focuses on

the promoter’s welfare and on the audi-

ence only as a means to an end. They

advocated attention to all potential con-

tacts an organization or brand may have

with current or potential customers as

part of the integrated marketing commu-

nication impact; they advocated applica-

tion of information technology to the

building of consumer relationships.

In their textbook, Schultz and Barnes

(1995) straddle the gap between tradi-

tional advertising campaigns (described

as “inside-out,” meaning approaching mar-

keting communication planning from the

needs of the marketer; p. 28) and inte-

grated marketing communication cam-

paigns (described as “outside-in,” or

approaching marketing communication

planning from the needs of the con-

sumer or customer; p. 35). In both cases,

the genesis of campaign measurement is

campaign planning, and in IMC cam-

paigns, the planning begins with a cus-

tomer or consumer database, then

segments prospects into loyal customer

or users, loyal users of competing brands,

and swing users (Schultz and Barnes, 1995;

Schultz, Tannenbaum, and Lauterborn,

1992).

In the section of the chapter on measure-

ment (Chapter 14) dealing with outside-

in, IMC campaigns, Schultz and Barnes

(1995) offer a method of measurement they

term ROI, or return on investment. The

ROI method focuses on customers’ behav-

iors, as represented in a marketer’s data-

base, and uses that information to segment

customers—for example by quality orien-

tation or price orientation and/or by high,

medium, or low purchase volume. The data-

base is then used to analyze the resulting

groups for potential return on advertising

investment, and the marketer is encour-

aged to concentrate future IMC resources

on the groups that will produce the great-

est return on marketing communication

investment (ROI). They conclude that

“behavioral segmentation is essential to al-

location decisions for advertising and mar-

keting communications resources” (Schultz

and Barnes, 1995, p. 334).

There is an apparent disconnect be-

tween the IMC (or outside-in) planning

model advocated by Schultz and Barnes

(1995, p. 327) and the developmental

ROI measurement method they offer

(pp. 328–344) in that the ROI method

ignores the potential of developing loy-

alty among swing users as well as any

potential that may exist to attract loyal

users of competitors’ brands; and even

within the ROI planning model, the ap-

parent presumption is that it is either

not feasible or not profitable to move

loyal customers from price orientation to

quality orientation or to greater purchase

frequency. Schultz and Barnes do argue

elsewhere in the book that retaining cus-

tomers in the modern market is more

valuable than replacing existing custom-

ers with new customers as a marketing

strategy; but they also advance the hy-

pothesis that prospects (i.e., among swing

users or users of competitive brands) can

be segmented and targeted using knowl-

edge from a firm’s customer database

because the best prospects will be simi-

lar, in many ways, to a marketer’s loyal

customers.

Given the premise that “technology will

continue to provide us with better and
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more effective measurement techniques”

that focus on consumer behavior (Schultz

and Barnes, 1995, p. 334), the importance

of Schultz and Barnes’ developmental ROI

measurement approach, as an alternative

to traditional mass marketing communi-

cation measures, may lie in the fact that

academics and perhaps practitioners are

beginning to consider what measurement

techniques might be effective in evaluat-

ing the success of IMC (for example, Amer-

ican Productivity & Quality Center, 1998;

Eppes, 1998–1999; Nicholson, 2001–2002)

or in utilizing developing interactive me-

dia (for example, Kozinets, 2002; Payne,

2001–2002).

Still, the attention devoted to measure-

ment of objectives in books and articles

on integrated marketing communication

is uneven and often superficial, and at

least one research article on integrated

communication (Swallie and Tuttle, 1997–

1998) has reported a relatively low level

of evaluative research.

Agency compensation: An open

IMC question

The literature of IMC reflects a similar

lack of attention to development or vali-

dation of agency compensation methods

for IMC services. An article on advertis-

ing agency compensation (Spake, D’Souza,

Crutchfield, and Morgan, 1999) notes both

the dissatisfaction with the media com-

mission system, dating from the 1800s,

and also its resilience and resistance to

change. They found that the length of

an agency-client relationship is the major

predictor of any move toward outcomes-

based compensation and away from

agency behavior-based compensation,

such as fees and commissions. Spake,

D’Souza, Crutchfield, and Morgan (1999)

find a movement away from the historic

and traditional media commission sys-

tem of agency compensation among agen-

cies surveyed (15.9 percent), with the

majority moving in the direction of

fees or a combination of fees and com-

missions (36 percent fees only, 40 per-

cent combination of commission and

fees).

Spake, D’Souza, Crutchfield, and Mor-

gan (1999) see fees as behavior-based

compensation, at an opposite pole from

outcome-based agency compensation

tied to measurable outcomes such as

brand share, new users, repeat users,

unaided awareness, or sales volume.

Agency commissions are portrayed in

the Spake et al. model as midway be-

tween behavior-based and outcome-

based compensation methods. In the Spake

et al. survey, compensation by measur-

able outcomes alone accounted for only

7.4 percent of responses, a combination

of commissions and measurable out-

comes less than 1 percent, and a combi-

nation of fees and measurable outcomes

6.2 percent.

The one article that directly addresses

agency compensation for IMC services

(Eppes, 1998–1999) describes the conver-

sion of an agency from advertising to

IMC services. In the conversion, the

agency moved away from commission-

based compensation to a fee-based sys-

tem, and later, sensitive to client

concerns with the volume of contract fees,

modified their compensation system

to a combination of limited fee-based

contracts and outcome-based compensa-

tion on supplemental projects.

Neither the Spake, D’Souza, Crutch-

field, and Morgan (1999) nor the Eppes

(1998–1999) article identifies a rush to

outcome-based agency compensation

(based on communication achievements,

revenue, or sales) rather than behavior-

based (based on agency activity), and nei-

ther addresses the question of what

becomes of still-available media commis-

sions in fee-based and outcomes-based

agency compensation systems.

E PLURIBUS UNUM: ADOPTION

REQUIRES DEBATE

For the development of IMC as a para-

digm, theory, or practice, what may mat-

ter as much as the contents of textbooks

and articles is the degree of acceptance

and adoption of IMC practices, including

measurement, by marketing communica-

tion practitioners and their leaders. Much

of the literature of IMC a decade after its

introduction, identifies a substantial but

far less than universal degree of accep-

tance and application of IMC.

There was therefore a need for a study

that assesses practitioner acceptance and

best practice concepts of IMC, including

the question of leadership in the imple-

mentation of IMC, as well as measure-

ment of IMC success, and appropriate

methods of compensating agencies for IMC

services. An exploratory survey was con-

ducted to investigate views of the defini-

tion of IMC among six professional groups

associated or potentially associated with

marketing communication: executives with

national advertising agencies, executives

with national public relations agencies,

marketing executives with national adver-

tisers, public relations executives with na-

tional corporations, and academics in the

fields of advertising/marketing and pub-

lic relations. A survey of the views of

groups of marketing communication pro-

fessionals concerning definitions of IMC

has been reported (Swain et al., 2001), but

no prior study has been located that has

drawn comparisons and contrasts among

corporate and agency practitioners and

academics concerning their leadership and

measurement concepts of IMC.

Research questions

The absence of broad acceptance in the

literature on IMC of a single definition

and set of leadership and measurement

best practices suggests several research

questions, rather than hypotheses, as a
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basis for this study. The first research ques-

tion concerns leadership options, the sec-

ond concerns IMC measurement options,

the third concerns appropriate methods

of compensating agencies for IMC ser-

vices, and the fourth concerns relation-

ship between measurement and agency

compensation:

RQ1: Is there evidence of consensus

or differences of opinion on who

should assume the leadership

role in the development and

practice of IMC, and if so, on

what and among whom?

RQ2: Is there evidence of consensus

or differences of opinion on how

the success of IMC program-

ming should be measured, and

if so, on what and among what

groups?

RQ3: Is there evidence of consensus

or differences of opinion on how

agencies should be compen-

sated for IMC services, and if

so, on what and among what

groups?

RQ4: Can any relationships be iden-

tified between preferred meth-

ods of measuring IMC success

and preferred methods of com-

pensating agencies for IMC

services?

METHODOLOGY

The survey was conducted via a self-

administered questionnaire with pull-

down response menus on world wide

web sites, a separate one for each group

in the study. The questionnaire was pre-

tested with practitioners in advertising

and public relations, and academics, and

minor adjustments were made based on

the tests. Participation in the study was

by invitation extended by individual email.

Researchers used only one follow-up in-

vitation with each group to minimize

email intrusiveness.

Population and sampling criteria

The list of invitees was both a purposive

and a convenience sample, and therefore

not a random sample of the defined pop-

ulations; the study may therefore be re-

garded as exploratory. However, the

sample was selected from a population

representative of the marketing commu-

nication leadership with leading national

corporations and agencies, and from a

population of advertising/marketing and

public relations academics affiliated with

universities with marketing communica-

tion programs large and active enough to

support a student chapter of the Ameri-

can Advertising Federation.

The criteria for selection of advertising

agency executives were that they be listed

in the Red Book, the Standard Directory of

Advertising Agencies (2001), as an execu-

tive with a firm of some size, and that

their personal email address be included

in the listing. Similar criteria were ap-

plied to select marketing executives from

the Standard Directory of Advertisers (2001)

Red Book. Public relations practitioners,

both agency and corporate, were selected

in a similar manner from the current mem-

bership directory of the Public Relations

Society of America. Academics in adver-

tising and public relations and their email

addresses were found on the websites of

colleges and universities with student

chapters of the American Advertising

Federation.

Steps were taken to assure that the se-

lection of advertising/marketing/public re-

lations practitioner executives for the

sample was weighted to represent agen-

cies and corporations of some size and

prestige in their field. Whenever possible,

company/agency size was measured by

billings and/or employment, as well as

by number of offices and by company

name recognition and prestige.

Only persons in those professional

groups who met the criteria described

above were extended an invitation to par-

ticipate in the survey, and only those per-

sons were provided a link to the websites

containing the survey questionnaire. Un-

less an executive invitee, on his or her

own initiative, delegated the response task

to someone else, all or nearly all of the

respondents should have been marketing

communication managing executives with

corporations or agencies of some sub-

stance and recognition, or academics with

recognized marketing communication

programs.

Characteristics of respondent

Analyses of responses to questions about

respondents’ positions of responsibility,

years associated with marketing or mar-

keting communication, and geographic

scope of employing organizations suggest

that respondents did conform to the

selection criteria described above. Some

94 percent of practitioner (nonacademic)

respondents reported holding a manage-

ment position, and a high rate of manage-

ment respondents held true across the four

practitioner groups: advertising agency

respondents, 97 percent; public relations

agency respondents, 86 percent; corporate

marketing respondents, 90 percent; corpo-

rate public relations respondents, 95 percent.

More than 80 percent of all respondents

reported an association of more than 10

years with marketing and/or marketing

communication, and 34 percent reported

a marketing/communication association

of more than 25 years. Across the six

groups in the study, respondents report-

ing more than 10 years of experience

ranged from 67 percent and 68 percent,

respectively, the corporate marketing and

public relations groups, to 98 percent for

advertising agency respondents and 88
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percent for advertising/marketing academ-

ics. Almost half of the advertising agency

respondents reported more than 25 years’

experience, and approximately a third of

respondents from the public relations

agency group, the corporate marketing

group, and the advertising/marketing ac-

ademic group reported more than 25 years’

experience.

The geographic scope of the employing

organization was regional, national, inter-

national, or global for 87 percent of prac-

titioner respondents and 81 percent with

academic respondents included. The geo-

graphic scope was national, international,

or global for 68 percent of practitioner re-

spondents and 59 percent with academic

respondents included. Three of four adver-

tising agency respondents who said their

organizations operate locally are located in

cities among the 50 largest in the United

States: Chicago, Washington, and Miami.

An informal spot comparison of those

who identified themselves when respond-

ing to the survey questionnaire with some

who did not and therefore may not have

participated revealed no reason to sus-

pect that potential nonrespondents dif-

fered systematically from respondents on

the sample selection criteria.

Participation and response rate

Response rate for each group ranged from

5.3 percent (corporate marketing execu-

tives) to 15.75 percent (academics) and

averaged approximately 8 percent. The

advertising/marketing field and the pub-

lic relations field were represented among

respondents in very nearly equal num-

bers among corporate participants, agency

participants, and academic participants.

Corporate respondents, those with the low-

est response rates, nevertheless responded

in sufficient numbers to permit statistical

comparisons with other groups.

More specifically, participants in the

study numbered 185, 8.5 percent of 2,140

invitees. Respondents included 38 adver-

tising agency executives, 40 public rela-

tions agency executives, 22 corporate

marketing executives, 22 corporate public

relations executives, and 63 advertising,

marketing, and public relations profes-

sors. Participant numbers and response

rates, by group and in total, are presented

in Table 1.

Of the 63 academics, 27 identified them-

selves as advertising professors, 26 as

public relations professors, and four as

marketing professors. Six academic re-

spondents did not specify a specializa-

tion. Because of the division in point of

view concerning IMC over the past de-

cade between public relations academics

on one hand, and advertising and mar-

keting professors on the other, marketing

and advertising professors were grouped

together in the statistical analyses.

Leadership choices

The question in the questionnaire that

provided the primary focus for this re-

port offered a number of choices for IMC

leadership: “Who should occupy the lead-

ership role in coordinating Integrated Mar-

keting Communication activities?” The

answer choices were

• top management

• marketing management

• the marketing agency

• the advertising agency

• the public relations agency

• the sales promotion agency

• a committee with representation from

all or some of the above

• other

The frequency distribution of responses

to those options is presented in Table 2.

The responses to that question were com-

pared and contrasted with responses to

other questions concerning the status of

IMC, the continuing dependence of IMC

on advertising and on public relations,

and with factors parsed from definitions

of IMC in the literature of the field.

Definitional choices. Because views

concerning IMC leadership were cross-

tabulated with definitional factors in-

corporated in the study and reported

elsewhere (Swain et al., 2001), it may be

useful to report the methodology used

for constructing definitional choices in the

survey. The researchers constructed a list

of the different elements found in vari-

ous definitions of IMC, including the char-

acteristics of IMC advanced in the seminal

book on the concept (Schultz, Tannen-

baum, and Lauterborn, 1992), together

with options relating to interactive and

consumer-initiated communication. Re-

spondents were asked to choose the fac-

tors they deemed appropriate to describe

their concept of IMC “as it should be

practiced.” The language of those choices

was constructed to clarify complicated

concepts yet not to choke off participa-

tion in the study, and the results suggest

that the language of those choices could

be understood by respondents. A sum-

mary list of the IMC definitional choices

in the survey is contained in the find-

ings, reported in the Appendix.

Statistical tests. Frequencies for the lead-

ership choices, in total and cross-tabulated

with the six professional groups repre-

sented in the survey, were examined; to

examine the leadership choices and their

relationships to responses concerning the

status of IMC and IMC definitional ele-

ments, the researcher employed cross-

tabulations and associated chi-square tests.

The chi-square test was appropriate be-

cause the leadership choices and the IMC

status responses were nominal data, and

the yes-no definitional choice selections

could be regarded as nominal data. When-

ever possible and appropriate, data were
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collapsed to 2-level responses to achieve

paired comparisons with chi-square tests,

78 in all. The p , .05 standard was adopted

to assess statistical significance.

IMC measurement choices

Respondents to the survey were asked to

evaluate nine options for measurement of

the success of IMC activities as well as

the appropriateness of four options for

agency compensation for IMC services

using a 4-point Likert scale for each choice.

The answer choices were, “very appropri-

ate, appropriate, inappropriate, very inap-

propriate.” Respondents were also invited

to indicate, by click-check boxes, whether

they felt a different basis is needed to

determine agency compensation or mea-

surement for IMC activity. The responses

to each option were compared and con-

trasted with responses to the other com-

pensation and measurement options, as

well as to other questions concerning the

status of IMC, the continuing dependence

of IMC on advertising and on public re-

lations, and with factors parsed from def-

initions of IMC in the literature of the

field.

The introductory measurement ques-

tion read, “Several potential techniques

for measuring the success of communica-

tion activity are listed below. Please eval-

uate each.” Under a column headed

“IMC,” the measurement choices, each

with a drop-down response menu were

(with key word/phrase in parentheses)

• audience exposure to messages (mes-

sage exposure)

• audience feedback measures (feedback)

• audience attitude measures (attitudes)

• observations of audience behavior (au-

dience observations)

• measures of sales or revenues (rev-

enues)

• repeat sales or consumer contact (re-

peat sales)

• measures of brand equity or loyalty

(brand equity)

• measures of change in attitude, behav-

ior, loyalty, or sales (response changes)

TABLE 1
Response Rates of Participants in Study, Group by Group, and All Together

# Invited # Responding % Responding................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Advertising agency executives 481 38 8%................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Public relations agency executives 473 40 8.5%................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives 415 22 5.3%................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate public relations executives 371 22 5.9%................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Advertising/marketing and public relations academics 400 63 15.75%................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Totals 2,140 185 8.6%................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Subdivision of academic respondents

Advertising/marketing academics 31................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Public relations academics 26................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Undeclared academics 6................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Respondents divided by advertising/marketing and public relations affiliation

Advertising/marketing executives and academics 91................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Public relations executives and academics 88................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Respondents divided by agency, corporate, and academic

Agency 78................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate 44................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Academic 63................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Note: For each group, the original invitation list numbered between 450 and 500; the number of invitees named above, total, 2140, represents the number of emailed invitations that
were not returned or rejected —that is, the number of invitations that appeared to reach their destination.
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• measures of institutional image (corpo-

rate image)

IMC agency compensation choices

The introductory compensation question

read, “Please indicate whether you feel

each agency compensation basis listed be-

low is very appropriate, appropriate, in-

appropriate, or very inappropriate.” Under

a column headed “IMC,” the agency com-

pensation choices for IMC services, each

with a drop-down response menu were

(with key word/phrase in parentheses)

• commissions on advertising placement

(commissions)

• project or hourly fees (fees)

• communication outcomes or achieve-

ments (communication outcomes)

• formula tied to client sale or revenues

(sales)

The frequency distribution of responses

of all participants to those compensation

and measurement options is presented in

Table 2 for all respondents.

Statistical tests of measurement and

agency compensation responses

Depending on the level of the data and

the objective of the test in relation to the

research questions on measurement and

agency compensation, comparisons and

contrasts were undertaken using descrip-

tive statistics, as well as one-way ANOVA

tests with Tukey follow-ups and chi-

square tests at the p % .05 level of signif-

icance for measures of difference. For

measures of association, Pearson r corre-

lation coefficients at an arbitrary level of

.333 were used to represent meaningful,

if moderate, degree of association be-

tween variables. The professional groups

in the study were considered individu-

ally and were also divided into 2-level

variables by all combinations of charac-

teristics: agency or corporate, advertising/

marketing or public relations, academic

or practitioner. Measurement and com-

pensation options were examined for

every group and group combination.

Because it was necessary to create sepa-

rate data file manipulations for the vari-

ous subgroup combinations, separate

ANOVAs were necessary for each sub-

group combination.

FINDINGS

The findings of the response frequencies

and the statistical comparisons and con-

trasts performed are reported in the Ap-

pendix and in Tables 1–10.

EVALUATION OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ1: Preferences for IMC leadership. Re-

search question 1 addressed the degree

of consensus among the groups repre-

sented in the survey on preferences con-

cerning who should fill the leadership

role in the implementation of IMC. The

findings (see Appendix) suggest strongly

that what limited consensus does exist

on IMC leadership exists in camps com-

mitted to one function or another in or

related to marketing communication—

public relations or advertising/marketing

in the agency, corporate, or academic

environment.

There was no majority consensus in

this study on a single option concerning

who should provide leadership for the

implementation of IMC. Nor was any pro-

fessional group unanimous in its support

for any leadership option. It is possible to

infer that most respondents were focused

most on their own communication func-

tion, their own field of authority, or their

own best interest. It may also be argued

that attention has not focused on the lead-

ership of IMC as an issue, a situation that

may be consistent with the views of Pette-

grew (2000–2001) and others that top man-

agement’s potential role in IMC has been

ignored to date.

TABLE 2
Frequency Distribution of Survey Responses to “Who Should
Occupy the Leadership Role in Coordinating Integrated
Marketing Communication Activities?”

Response Option Frequency Percentage.............................................................................................................................................................
Top management 56 30.6%.............................................................................................................................................................

Marketing management 65 35.5%.............................................................................................................................................................

Marketing agency 1 0.5%.............................................................................................................................................................

Advertising agency 6 3.3%.............................................................................................................................................................

Public relations agency 8 4.4%.............................................................................................................................................................

Sales promotion agency 0 0.0%.............................................................................................................................................................

Committee with representatives from all or some

of the above 39 21.3%.............................................................................................................................................................

Other 8 4.4%.............................................................................................................................................................

No answer 2 1.0%.............................................................................................................................................................

Totals 185 100.0%.............................................................................................................................................................
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While none of the professional or aca-

demic groups agree in the majority on

who should lead IMC implementation,

corporate executives and advertising

agency executives appeared to be more

receptive to leadership by marketing

managers—the traditional approach they

are familiar with—while public relations

agency executives and public relations

academics were more receptive to com-

mittee management of IMC, and top

management leadership of IMC found its

greatest receptivity among agency execu-

tives, whether with advertising agencies

or public relations agencies.

A similar pattern of clustering in camps

appeared in analysis of the statistical tests

comparing leadership options with IMC

definitional elements, particularly with re-

gard to definitional options that involve

more sophisticated IMC concepts than

merely coordinating communication. Re-

spondents who adopted those defini-

tional options were marginally more

receptive to IMC leadership by committee

and marginally less receptive to market-

ing manager leadership of IMC than those

who chose the simplest definition for

IMC—merely coordinating communication.

The fact that leadership of IMC by agen-

cies of whatever specialization was not

seen as a viable option by any group

surveyed in the study may suggest a nar-

rowing of any future controversy or de-

bate concerning IMC leadership. The

clustering of professional groups around

three main leadership options may raise

barriers to adoption of IMC, but it may

also provide a basis for reasoned debate

among professionals with a relationship

to marketing communication.

RQ2: Consensus or differences on mea-

surement of IMC success. Research ques-

tion 2 ask whether there is evidence of

consensus or differences on how the suc-

cess of IMC programming should be mea-

sured and if so, on what and among what

professional groups in the study. The data

in this study suggest that there is indeed

consensus among the professional groups

responding to this study on the appropri-

ateness of all the measurement options

offered, but little discrimination among

them and little analysis of differences in

measures of IMC from measures of tradi-

tional advertising. There is an order of

preference for the measurement options,

but without wide differences and forming

no pattern consistent with the IMC mod-

els portrayed in the recent literature of

the field.

There is evidence in the statistical find-

ings (see Appendix) that, while corporate

executives prefer revenues and repeat sales

as measures of marketing communication

and IMC success, agency executives did

not. Revenues and repeat sales ranked

last in appropriateness when the opinions

of all respondents were considered, how-

ever. Corporate public relations people

found communication outcomes more ap-

propriate as a measure of IMC success

than did their agency counterparts in pub-

lic relations.

Academics were oriented, more than

other groups, toward communication out-

comes, rather than behavioral (business)

outcomes, for measurement of the success

of IMC activities. Academics, and espe-

cially public relations academics, were less

oriented toward revenues and repeat sales

as measures of the success of IMC activities.

RQ3: Consensus and differences on

methods of agency compensation for

IMC services. Research question 3 asked

whether there is evidence of consensus or

differences on how agencies should be

compensated for IMC services, and if so,

on what and among what professional

groups in the study. There is consensus

among the professional groups respond-

ing to this study on the appropriateness

of at least two of the compensation meth-

ods offered in the survey instrument: fees

and communication outcomes. There is

an order of preference for the agency com-

pensation options, but without wide dif-

ferences and forming no pattern consistent

with the IMC models portrayed in the

recent literature of the field.

There are statistically significant find-

ings—several, in fact—indicating that ex-

ecutives with public relations agencies,

not traditionally compensated by commis-

sions, consider the commission system

significantly more appropriate for IMC

services than do practitioners with adver-

tising agencies, traditionally compen-

sated in whole or in part by media

commissions. Corporate marketing exec-

utives also rated commissions a more ap-

propriate method of compensation for

IMC services than did advertising agency

executives, who clearly preferred fees for

IMC compensation.

While corporate executives found sales

an appropriate basis for determining com-

pensation for IMC services, agency exec-

utives did not, preferring fees. Corporate

public relations executives found sales-

based compensation more appropriate than

did public relations agency executives.

Academics were oriented, more than

other groups, toward fees for compensa-

tion for IMC services. Academics, and

especially public relations academics, were

less oriented than other groups toward

sales as a basis for compensation.

RQ4: Associations between IMC mea-

surement and IMC agency compensation.

Public relations professionals alone among

respondents to the survey moderately as-

sociated measures of IMC success with

methods of agency compensation for IMC

services in ways that reflect traditional

lines of thinking about the division be-

tween advertising and public relations

functions. They saw fees as appropriate
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for the kinds of measures more often used

in public relations than in advertising—

message exposure, feedback, response

changes (e.g., in attitudes), and image.

They associated commissions and formu-

las based on communication outcomes and

sales as appropriate compensation meth-

ods when the measures of success are

repeat sales, audience observations, brand

equity, and revenues—outcomes more tra-

ditionally associated with advertising and

marketing activities.

DISCUSSION

Communication practitioners and academ-

ics may have given some thought recently

to integrated marketing communication def-

initional elements (Swain et al., 2001) and

may be gravitating slowly to more sophis-

ticated IMC concepts, but they are by no

means united in consensus the issues of

IMC leadership, measurement, and agency

compensation.

An issue on which consensus exists

only in very formative stages, perhaps

clustered around parochial interests, is

that of appropriate leadership for the im-

plementation of IMC. Marketing commu-

nication professionals may be gravitating

to one position or another on who should

lead the practice of IMC, forming a

slightly more cohesive and sophisticated

paradigmatic picture. However, if only a

third of marketing communication pro-

fessionals are committed to traditional

marketing management to lead IMC im-

plementation, then more consideration

may need to be given to the leadership

roles of top management and public re-

lations management.

The findings of this study, however,

suggest that little has changed from tra-

ditional mass marketing practices in the

areas of IMC measurement and agency

compensation for IMC services. It is pos-

sible to conclude from this study that,

concerning the development and adop-

tion of IMC concepts relating to measure-

ment of success and agency compensation:

• IMC compensation and measure-

ment concept development trail IMC

definitional and leadership concept

development.

• IMC measurement concept develop-

ment may slightly trail IMC compensa-

tion concept development.

• Relationships between measurement and

compensation have not been thought

through.

• Perceptual differences continue along

traditional lines among groups in the

study—advertising and public relations,

agency and corporate, practitioners

and academics—concerning appropri-

ate methods of IMC measurement and

agency compensation.

• Financial and structural integration,

proposed as the fourth stage of IMC de-

velopment in the Kitchen and Schultz

(1999) IMC model, have not been adopted

sufficiently to lead to new measures of

the success of IMC activities.

• Marketing communication executives,

as they move away from media com-

missions as the preferred method of

compensation, are moving toward ac-

tivity compensation (i.e., fees) rather

than toward outside-in, outcomes based,

database driven compensation.

The most dramatic change in pre-

ference from traditional marketing com-

munication measurement and agency

compensation, given the 100-year his-

tory of media commission compensation

(Spake, D’Souza, Crutchfield, and Mor-

gan, 1999), is the lack of enthusiasm on

the part of advertising agency executives

for the commission system of compensa-

tion for IMC services. From that depar-

ture in preference for IMC compensation

from the traditional agency compensa-

tion system, it is possible to infer either

or both of two motivations:

The findings of this study, however, suggest that little

has changed from traditional mass marketing practices

in the areas of IMC measurement and agency compensa-

tion for IMC services.

Marketing communication executives, as they move away

from media commissions as the preferred method of

compensation, are moving toward activity compensation

. . . rather than toward outside-in, outcomes based, data-

base driven compensation.
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• that advertising agencies may have be-

come disenchanted with the commis-

sion system owing to pressures from

clients to accept smaller rates of

commission and to provide a wider

menu of noncommissionable services;

and/or

• that advertising agencies, alone among

the respondent groups, have begun to

consider what the practice of IMC may

encompass for them and how they might

be compensated for IMC services—but

not necessarily how the success of IMC

might be measured.

On the other hand, the pronounced ap-

proval of commissions on the part of pub-

lic relations agency executives may permit

an inference that public relations agency

executives may still regard IMC as pre-

dominantly a media advertising function.

The findings also suggest that, to a lesser

extent, corporate marketing executives may

still consider media advertising to be at

the core of IMC.

Agency executives are apparently pre-

pared to favor fees over commissions as

compensation for IMC services, but they

are apparently not ready to move toward

revenue-based or profit-based measures

or compensation methods, preferring in-

stead to move away from them and to-

ward activity-based fee compensation and

measures based on interim achievements.

The measurement and agency compen-

sation preferences of corporate public re-

lations executives may suggest that they

see themselves as closer to corporate per-

formance and the corporate marketing

function than do public relations agency

executives, both in their present activities

and in an IMC environment.

It is possible to infer that contemplation

of IMC by academics takes place in an

environment that is more insular and less

profit oriented than the pressure-filled busi-

ness world inhabited by marketing com-

munication practitioners. It also may be

inferred that academic respondents to this

survey have not followed Schultz and oth-

ers (e.g., Kitchen and Schultz, 1999; Schultz

and Barnes, 1995; Schultz, Tannenbaum,

and Lauterborn, 1992) into a commitment

to outside-in planning, financial and data-

base integration, and ROI measures.

The acute lack of interest in a new for-

mula for IMC compensation or measure-

ment is evidence that the respondents were

satisfied with the measurement options

and with the compensation options, but

there is little evidence that they consid-

ered any relationship between the two

concepts. Less thought appears to have

been given to IMC measurement and to

agency compensation for IMC services than

to other aspects of the developing IMC

paradigm.

Limitations of the study and

opportunities for future research

This exploratory study has undertaken to

survey groups that have not been distin-

guished from one another in prior studies

and to approach them through the inter-

net. While these differences in technique

are strengths of the study, they carry with

them inherent weaknesses. The need for

large samples and the need for availabil-

ity of email addresses necessitated the

use of convenience and/or purposive sam-

ples, restricting the ability to generalize

results of the study scientifically. A re-

sponse rate averaging 8 percent across the

six professional groups in the study also

limits external validity. Lack of consensus

in the prior literature on IMC makes hy-

pothesis writing and hypothesis testing

problematic and forces the researcher to

rely on more broadly based research

questions.

Clearly, if IMC is to develop further as

a paradigm and a practice, additional re-

search is needed into issues of theory and

best practices. Further research into lead-

ership roles and into measures of IMC

success as a basis for further planning

and for agency compensation would ap-

pear to be in order. Further, there might

be advantage in conducting research on

the definition, leadership, measurement,

and other practices of IMC regularly to

track trends.

Another topic that may offer opportu-

nities for research and analysis is the

present and future impact of interactive

The findings of this study may signal that IMC is not yet a

cohesive and effective paradigm, theory, or practice. For

IMC to achieve those levels of recognition and adoption,

conceptual questions of definition, leadership, best prac-

tices, measurement, service compensation, and the rela-

tionships between them must all be addressed, resulting

in a workable system to meet modern marketing commu-

nications challenges.
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communication, especially on the inter-

net, on the definition, leadership, and prac-

tices of IMC. As developing and merging

technologies increase the ability of the

consumer to initiate and control commu-

nications using interactive media, IMC and

its marketing communication compo-

nents must adapt to change, affording

opportunities to track and understand

those adaptations through interactive

research.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study may signal that

IMC is not yet a cohesive and effective

paradigm, theory, or practice. For IMC to

achieve those levels of recognition and

adoption, conceptual questions of defini-

tion, leadership, best practices, measure-

ment, service compensation, and the

relationships between them must all be

addressed, resulting in a workable system

to meet modern marketing communica-

tion challenges.

The total package must be adopted, not

only by theoreticians, but also by market-

ing communication specialists, by the or-

ganizational cultures in which they operate,

and by top management. Then the orga-

nization’s identity, whatever its mission,

will become the integrated marketing com-

munication entity—the product, in fact—

and all who are involved in policy making,

advertising, public relations, promotion,

interactive communication, or any form

of contact with consumers and stakehold-

ers will be practicing IMC.
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APPENDIX
Findings

IMC LEADERSHIP PREFERENCES

The frequency distribution for responses

to the question regarding preference for

the leadership role in the implementation

of IMC is shown in Table 2. It revealed

clusterings around three options in pref-

erence for leadership: top management,

marketing management, and committee

management. Of the 183 responses, 160

(87.4 percent) chose one of those three

options. Leadership by marketing man-

agement was the preference of 65 respon-

dents (35.5 percent), top management

leadership was preferred by 56 respon-

dents (30.6 percent), and leadership of

IMC by a committee of some or all

corporate and agency functionaries was

preferred by 39 respondents (21.3 per-

cent). There was little enthusiasm for

leadership by any type of agency—

marketing, advertising, public relations,

or sales promotion—or for any other IMC

leadership, none garnering more than 8

respondents (4.4 percent). No respondent

preferred that IMC be led by a sales pro-

motion agency; only one, an advertising

academic, preferred marketing agency

leadership.

None of the options for leadership of

IMC garnered more than 35 percent of the

responses to this survey. The lack of any-

thing approaching majority support for

any single leadership option suggests that

no general consensus has been achieved

with regard to who should assume the

leadership role in implementation of IMC.

Further to examine the distribution of

leadership preferences, cross-tabulation

was undertaken of leadership preferences

with the six groups in the study. The

cross-tabulations, shown in Table 3, re-

vealed several characteristics of the fre-

quency distribution among groups:

• Preference for top management leader-

ship of IMC appears to have been a

function of agency orientation more than

TABLE 3
Cross-tabulation of Three Most Popular Survey Responses to “Who Should Occupy the
Leadership Role in Coordinating Integrated Marketing Communication Activities?”
with Professional Groups Surveyed

Response Option: Top Management Marketing Management

Representative

Committee...................................................... ....................................................... .......................................................
Professional Group # Grp. % Opt. % # Grp. % Opt. % # Grp. % Opt. % Total
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Advertising agency executives 14 42.4 25.0 15 45.5 23.1 4 12.1 10.3 33................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Public relations agency executives 14 38.8 25.0 10 27.7 15.4 12 33.3 30.8 36................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives 5 22.7 8.9 15 68.2 23.0 2 9.1 5.1 22................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate public relations executives 4 20.0 7.1 10 50.0 15.4 6 30.0 15.4 20................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Advertising/marketing academics 9 33.3 16.1 11 40.1 16.9 7 25.9 17.9 27................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Public relations academics 8 42.1 14.3 3 15.8 4.6 8 42.1 20.5 19................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Undeclared academics 2 66.7 3.6 1 33.3 1.5 0 00.0 00.0 3................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Totals 56 65 39 160................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Advertising/marketing 28 34.1 50.0 41 50.0 63.1 13 15.9 33.3 82................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Public relations 26 34.7 46.4 23 30.7 35.4 26 34.7 66.7 75................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Agency 28 40.6 50.0 25 36.2 38.5 16 23.2 41.0 69................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate 9 20.5 16.1 25 56.8 38.5 8 18.2 20.5 44................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Academic 19 38.7 33.9 15 30.6 23.1 15 30.6 38.5 49................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Note: The frequencies total will not equal the total in Table 1 because the five least popular of the eight leadership options are not included in this table.
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academic or corporate orientation, re-

gardless of function. Whether the re-

spondent’s field was advertising/

marketing or public relations, pre-

ference for top management leadership

was stronger among agency respon-

dents (35.9 percent) than among aca-

demics (29.8 percent) and weakest

among corporate respondents (20.5 per-

cent), who may see themselves as

ceding operating authority to upper

management.

• Preference for marketing management

leadership of IMC was strongest among

respondents with a marketing commu-

nication or corporate orientation: corpo-

rate marketing respondents (68.2 percent),

preferred marketing management lead-

ership substantially more than other

groups, followed by corporate public re-

lations executives (45.5 percent), adver-

tising agency executives (39.5 percent),

and advertising/marketing academics

(35.5 percent). Preference for marketing

management leadership was weakest

among public relations academics (11.5

percent), and public relations agency ex-

ecutives (25 percent). Corporate public

relations respondents preferred market-

ing management leadership (45.5 per-

cent) in substantially greater proportions

than they preferred leadership by com-

mittee (27.3 percent) or top manage-

ment leadership (18.2 percent), perhaps

the most unexpected frequency distribu-

tion finding with regard to preference for

IMC leadership.

• Preference for leadership by a commit-

tee representing some or all marketing

communication functionaries was largely

a function of orientation primarily to

public relations or secondarily to aca-

demics. Committee leadership prefer-

ence was strongest among public

relations academics (30.8 percent) and

public relations agency executives (30

percent), followed by corporate public

relations executives (27.3 percent) and

advertising/marketing academics (22.6

percent). Preference for committee lead-

ership was weakest among corporate

marketing executives (9.1 percent), and

advertising agency executives (10.5

percent).

GROUP COMPARISONS AND CONTRASTS

The clustering of responses about three

leadership options and the desirability

for analysis of 2 3 2 cross-tabulations

and chi-square tests led researchers to

create three new variables, each with one

of the three preferred leadership options

as one level and the combination of all

other leadership options as the other level.

Thus one variable identified top manage-

ment as one value and all other leader-

ship options as another value; another

identified marketing management as one

value and all other leadership options as

second value; a third new variable iden-

tified committee leadership as one value

and all other leadership options as a sec-

ond value. Each of those new variables

was then cross-tabulated against ten 2-level

variables representing different combina-

tions of the six groups surveyed in the

study.

Of the thirty 2 3 2 comparisons, eight

produced a statistically significant Pear-

son chi-square test finding, and they are

contained in Table 4. In summary, those

findings show that:

TABLE 4
Statistically Significant Results of Chi-square Tests of Preferences of Groups for Three Most
Popular Survey Responses to “Who Should Occupy the Leadership Role in Coordinating
Integrated Marketing Communication Activities?”

Leadership Option Preferred Group Preference Chi-square Value df p................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Marketing management Executives: advertising/marketing > public relations 3.968 1 .046................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Marketing management Executives and academics: advertising/marketing > public relations 6.971 1 .008................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Marketing management Executives: corporate > agency 7.134 1 .008................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Marketing management Executives: corporate marketing > advertising agency 4.593 1 .032................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Marketing management Executives: corporate marketing > public relations agency 10.999 1 .001................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Joint committee Executives: public relations > advertising/marketing 6.989 1 .008................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Joint committee Executives and academics: public relations > advertising/marketing 6.113 1 .013................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Joint committee Executives: public relations agency > advertising agency 4.532 1 .033................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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• Advertising and marketing profession-

als preferred marketing management

leadership of IMC more than did pub-

lic relations professionals ( p 5 .046).

That was also true when advertising/

marketing and public relations academ-

ics were included ( p 5 .008).

• Corporate marketing and public rela-

tions executives in greater proportion

than agency executives preferred mar-

keting management leadership of IMC

( p 5 .008).

• Corporate marketing executives in

greater proportion than either advertis-

ing agency executives ( p 5 .032) or

public relations agency executives ( p 5

.001) preferred marketing management

leadership of IMC.

• Public relations professionals preferred

IMC leadership by a committee repre-

senting some or all marketing commu-

nication functionaries more than did

advertising and marketing profession-

als ( p 5 .008). That was also true when

advertising/marketing and public rela-

tions academics were included ( p5 .013).

• Public relations agency executives, in

greater proportion than advertising

agency executives, preferred committee

leadership of IMC ( p 5 .033).

Those findings tend to confirm the three

major findings derived from analysis of

the frequency distribution, especially the

preference of corporate executives for mar-

keting management leadership of IMC and

the fact that IMC leadership by commit-

tee finds its greatest support among pub-

lic relations people.

Twelve other 2 3 2 cross-tabulations

and chi-square tests were performed using

the three 2-level leadership option vari-

ables and four other 2-level variables re-

lating to survey questions about the

present stage of development of IMC,

and whether its continued success is de-

pendent on effective advertising and/or

on effective public relations. None of those

12 cross-tabulations and chi-square tests

produced statistically significant find-

ings. To respondents in this survey, those

issues had no bearing on their preference

for who should lead the implementation

of IMC.

Relationships of definitional preferences

to leadership preferences

Differences in preferences for IMC leader-

ship options were also sought based on

preference for the definitional options pre-

sented in the survey, again by use of cross-

tabulations of the three 2-level leadership

option variables with the nine 2-level (yes/

no) definitional preference variables. The

definitional variables, briefly identified,

were as follows:

• coordination of all communications

• use of databases to achieve integrated

marketing communication

• use of continuous research to achieve

integrated communication

• placing understanding the consumer be-

fore product development or commu-

nication

• placing emphasis on two-way commu-

nication with the consumer

• placing emphasis on interactive inte-

grated marketing communication

• regarding all consumer contacts as mar-

keting communication situations

• placing emphasis on building a long-

term relationship with the consumer

• restructuring the company to place

relationship-building ahead of marketing

Three additional variables were created

by clustering certain definitional elements

together:

• a combination of the database, research

and consumer understanding defini-

tional choices into a consumer-first

variable

• a combination of the two-way com-

munication and interactive communi-

cation variables into an interactive

marketing communication variable

• a combination of the consumer con-

tacts and relationship variables into a

consumer relationship variable.

The three leadership preference variables

and the 12 definitional variables resulted

in 36 cross-tabulations and associated chi-

square tests, of which 11 yielded statisti-

cal significance. None of the tests of

relationship between definitional ele-

ments and IMC leadership preference iden-

tified a relationship in which the majority

who preferred any definitional element

endorsed any one leadership preference.

That being said, analysis of the statisti-

cally significant tests reveals a mild pat-

tern in all those tests in which respondents

who chose definitions more in keeping

with the more highly developed levels of

the Kitchen and Schultz (1999) hierarchy

of IMC—those above the level of simply

coordinating communication—shared cer-

tain opinions: They were willing to be

more accepting of committee leadership

of IMC, and they were less positive about

IMC leadership by traditional marketing

management and by top management.

CONSENSUS OR DIFFERENCES ON

MEASUREMENT OF IMC SUCCESS

The six groups of professional partici-

pants, taken together, viewed all nine of

the measurement options as appropriate

for IMC. All measurement options reached

a mean of 2.76 or higher on a 4-point

scale. In rank order, by key word/phrase,

participants preferred attitudes (mean

2.964), response changes (2.945), brand eq-

uity (2.924), feedback (2.917), corporate

image (2.884), message exposure (2.877),

audience observations (2.874), revenues

(2.765), and repeat sales (2.741). Further-

more, some 86 percent saw no need for a
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new method of measuring the success of

IMC activities. Frequency distributions of

measurement responses are shown in

Table 5.

When the evaluations of agencies (both

advertising and public relations together)

and corporate executives (marketing and

public relations together) were contrasted

in a one-way ANOVA, differences of opin-

ion emerged. Corporate executives found

revenues ( p 5 .023) and repeat sales ( p 5

.031) more appropriate measures of the

success of IMC activities than did agency

executives. Agency executives found atti-

tudes a more appropriate measure than

did corporate executives ( p 5 .019).

In 2-level chi-square tests, two mea-

sures of IMC success were declared more

appropriate by corporate marketing exec-

utives than by advertising agency execu-

tives: revenues ( p 5 .037) and repeat sales

( p 5 .025), though the two groups dif-

fered significantly on only one 4-level

measurement variable—repeat sales ( p 5

.019). Corporate marketing executives also

found revenues a more appropriate mea-

sure of the success of IMC activities than

did public relations agency executives

(ANOVA p 5 .028).

As measures of IMC success, revenues

were viewed as less appropriate by aca-

demics than by agency and corporate

executives (ANOVA p , .001), and re-

peat sales were viewed as less appropri-

ate by academics than by corporate

executives (ANOVA p 5 .001). Advertis-

ing and marketing academics found rev-

enues less appropriate as a measure of

IMC success than did corporate market-

ing executives, or corporate public rela-

tions executives (ANOVA p , .001),

and repeat sales less appropriate than

did corporate marketing executives

(ANOVA p 5 .015).

Advertising and public relations practi-

tioners, both agency and corporate, if they

believe that the success of IMC activities

is dependent on effective advertising, saw

no need for a new method of measuring

the success of IMC activities (x2 p 5 .022),

and saw corporate image as an appropri-

ate method for measuring the success of

IMC activities (x2 p 5 .023) to a greater

extent than those who do not believe the

success of IMC is dependent on effective

advertising. No statistically significant dif-

ferences concerning measurement of IMC

success appeared among groups who be-

lieve the success of IMC activities de-

pends on effective public relations.

The ANOVA statistics for group response

differences on options for measurement

of the success of IMC activities are con-

tained in Table 6. The chi-square statistics

for group response differences on measure-

ment options are contained in Table 7.

TABLE 5
Frequency Distribution of All Survey Responses to Degree of Appropriateness of IMC
Measurement Options

4-Level Responses 2-Level Responses................................................................................................................................................ .............................................................
Very

Inappropriate Inappropriate Appropriate

Very

Appropriate Inappropriate Appropriate............................. ............................ ........................ ........................ ............................. ........................
Measurement # % # % # % # % Total # % # %
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Message exposure 4 2.4 17 10.0 88 51.8 61 35.9 170 21 12.4 149 87.7................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Feedback 1 0.6 13 7.7 83 49.1 72 42.6 169 14 8.3 155 91.7................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Audience observation 3 1.8 18 10.8 88 52.7 58 34.7 167 21 12.6 146 87.4................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Attitudes 1 0.6 5 3.0 84 50.0 78 46.4 168 6 3.6 162 96.4................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Revenues 7 4.2 32 19.3 70 42.2 57 34.3 166 39 23.5 127 76.5................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Repeat sales 5 3.1 37 22.8 67 41.4 53 32.7 162 42 25.9 120 74.1................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Brand equity 2 1.2 11 6.5 79 46.5 78 45.9 170 13 7.7 157 92.4................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Response changes 0 0.0 9 5.5 67 40.9 88 53.7 164 9 5.5 155 94.6................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate image 5 3.0 14 8.5 86 52.4 59 36.0 164 19 11.5 145 88.4................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

New measure 169 145 85.8 24 14.2................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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CONSENSUS AND DIFFERENCES ON

METHODS OF AGENCY COMPENSATION

FOR IMC SERVICES

Participants were very nearly evenly split

on the appropriateness of two of the

four agency compensation options—

commission (mean 2.591) and sales

(2.518)—but they found fees (2.953) and

communication outcomes (2.781) to be

more appropriate bases of compensating

agencies for IMC services. Participants

were also less certain they had been of-

fered a compensation option they found

appropriate for IMC: more than a quarter

(27 percent) saw need for a new method

TABLE 6
ANOVA Contrasts Significant at the %.05 Level for Preferences for Measurement of the
Success of IMC Activities; Measurement Options Are Identified by Keyword Shown in Article

Measure Preferred Group Contrast (with Means on a 4-Point Scale) F df p................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Attitudes Advertising/public relations agency executives (3.53) > corporate marketing/public

relations (3.28) 5.68 114 .019................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Revenues Corporate marketing/public relations (3.44) > advertising/public relations agency

executives (3.12) 4.75 111 .031................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate market executives (3.53) > public relations agency executives (3.08) 5.07 56 .028................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Advertising/public relations agency executives (3.12) > advertising/public relations

academics (2.69) 9.81 165 <.001................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing/public relations executives (3.44) > advertising/public relations

academics (2.69) 9.81 165 <.001................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives (3.52) > advertising/marketing academics (2.63) 4.56 179 <.001................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate public relations executives (3.35) > advertising/marketing academics (2.63) 4.56 179 <.001................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Repeat sales Corporate marketing/public relations (3.39) > advertising/public relations agency

executives (3.04) 5.31 108 .023................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives (3.50) > advertising agency executives (2.94) 5.90 50 .019................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives (3.39) > advertising/public relations academics (2.74) 7.09 161 .001................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives (3.50) > advertising/marketing academics (2.66) 2.59 175 .015................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Note: No statistically significant ANOVA contrasts were found for the other options for IMC measurement activities: message exposure, feedback, audience observation, brand equity,
changes in audience response, or organizational image, nor for preference for a new measure.

TABLE 7
Statistically Significant Chi-square Figures from 2 × 2 Cross-tabulations of Options for
Measurement of the Success of IMC Activities with 2-Level Respondent Group Combinations

Chi-square............................................................
Measurement Group Combination (by Appropriateness Perception) Value df p
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Revenues Corporate marketing executives > advertising agency executives 4.366 1 .037................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Repeat sales Corporate marketing executives > advertising agency executives 4.995 1 .025................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate image Advertising/public relations executives: IMC depends on advertising > does not 5.149 1 .023................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

No new measure Advertising/public relations executives: IMC depends on advertising > does not 5.241 1 .022................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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of agency compensation for IMC services.

The two groups most interested in a new

method of agency compensation were ad-

vertising agency executives (32.4 percent)

and public relations academics (37.5 per-

cent). Compensation response frequencies

are shown in Table 8.

Advertising agency and corporate mar-

keting executives rated commissions a less

appropriate method of compensation for

IMC services than did public relations

agency and corporate executives, whether

commission was considered as a 4-level

variable (ANOVA p 5 .036) or as a 2-level

(appropriate/inappropriate) variable (x2

p 5 .016). However, much of that differ-

ence is accounted for by the difference of

opinion between advertising agency exec-

utives and public relations agency execu-

tives. Advertising agency executives rated

commissions a less appropriate method

of compensation for IMC services than

did public relations agency executives with

commissions considered as a 4-level vari-

able (ANOVA p 5 .001) and as a 2-level

variable (x2 p 5 .001).

Agency and corporate executives dis-

agreed on two methods of agency com-

pensation for IMC services, corporate

executives preferring compensation based

on sales (ANOVA p 5 .001), while

agency executives preferred fee-based

compensation (ANOVA p 5 .036). Both

advertising agency executives (51.5 per-

cent–48.5 percent) and public relations

agency executives (60.5 percent–39.5 per-

cent) saw agency compensation based

on sales as an inappropriate method,

the only groups to do so. Advertising

agency executives rated commissions a

less appropriate method of compensa-

tion for IMC services than did corpor-

ate marketing executives (x2 p 5 .008)

(ANOVA p 5 .013).

Agency compensation for IMC services

based on sales was seen as more appro-

priate by corporate public relations exec-

utives than by public relations agency

executives (x2 p 5 .003) (ANOVA p 5

.002), as was communication outcomes as

a 4-level variable (ANOVA p 5 .014). Cor-

porate public relations executives rated

communication outcomes a more appro-

priate basis for agency compensation for

IMC services than did advertising agen-

cies (ANOVA p 5 .044). Corporate mar-

keting executives found sales a more

appropriate basis for agency compensa-

tion for IMC services than did public re-

lations agency executives (ANOVA p 5

.005).

Executives with advertising agencies and

with public relations agencies found fees

more appropriate (ANOVA p 5 .011) and

communication outcomes less appropri-

ate (ANOVA p 5 .023) as a basis for

agency compensation for IMC services

than did advertising/marketing academ-

ics and public relations academics. Aca-

demics found less appropriateness in

a sales basis for agency compensation

than did corporate marketing and public

relations executives (ANOVA p 5 .004).

However, advertising/marketing academ-

ics saw sales as a more appropriate basis

of agency compensation for IMC services

than did public relations academics (x2

p 5 .028)

Advertising and public relations practi-

tioners, both agency and corporate, if they

believe that the success of IMC activities

is dependent on effective advertising, saw

no need for a new formula for agency

compensation (x2 p 5 .023). No statisti-

TABLE 8
Frequency Distribution of All Survey Responses to Degree of Appropriateness of Options
for Agency Compensation for IMC Services

4-Level Responses 2-Level Responses................................................................................................................................................ .............................................................
Very

Inappropriate Inappropriate Appropriate

Very

Appropriate Inappropriate Appropriate............................. ............................ ........................... ........................... ............................. ...........................
Compensation Basis # % # % # % # % Total # % # %
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Commission 22 12.9 48 28.1 65 38.0 36 21.1 171 70 41.0 101 159.1................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Fees 0 0.0 8 4.7 81 47.4 82 48.0 171 8 4.7 163 95.4................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Communication outcomes 6 3.6 31 18.3 68 40.2 64 37.9 169 37 21.9 132 78.1................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Sales 12 7.3 67 40.9 59 36.0 26 15.9 164 79 48.2 85 51.9................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

New method 174 127 73.0 47 27.0................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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TABLE 9
ANOVA Contrasts Significant at the %.05 Level for Preferences for Agency Compensation
for IMC Services; Options Are Identified by Keyword Shown in Article

Compensation Method Preferred Group Contrast (with Means on a 4-Point Scale) F df p..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Commissions Public relations agency/corporation (2.80) > advertising agency/corporate

marketing (2.44) 4.51 117 .036..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Public relations agency executives (2.87) > advertising agency executives

(2.19) 11.68 75 .001..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives (2.86) > advertising agency executives

(2.19) 6.95 58 .013..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Fees Advertising/public relations academics (3.58) > corporate marketing/public

relations executives (3.36) 4.52 117 .036..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Advertising/public relations agency executives (3.58) > advertising/public

relations academics (3.28) 4.67 170 .011..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Communication outcomes Advertising/public relations academics (3.32) > advertising/public relations

agency executives (2.93) 3.84 168 .023..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate public relations executives (3.45) >public relations agency

executives (2.87) 6.41 58 .014..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Sales Corporate marketing/public relations executives (2.98) > advertising/public

relations academics (2.45) 11.34 113 .001..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing executives (2.95) > public relations agency executives

(2.32) 8.41 58 .005..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate marketing/public relations executives (2.52) > advertising/public

relations academics (2.98) 5.76 163 .004..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Corporate public relations executives (3.00) > public relations agency

executives (2.32) 10.04 57 .002..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

TABLE 10
Statistically Significant Chi-square Figures from 2 × 2 Cross-tabulations of Options for Agency
Compensation for IMC Services with 2-Level Respondent Group Combinations

Basis for Compensation Group Combination (by Appropriateness Perception)

Chi-square

Value df p................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Commissions Public relations agency/corporate executives > advertising agency/corporate

marketing 5.836 1 .016................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Commissions Public relations agency executives > advertising agency executives 11.800 1 .001................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Commissions Corporate marketing executives > advertising agency executives 7.104 1 .008................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Sales Corporate public relations executives > public relations agency executives 8.649 1 .003................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Sales Advertising/marketing academics > public relations academics 4.825 1 .028................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

No new basis Advertising/public relations executives: IMC depends on advertising >

does not 5.192 1 .023................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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cally significant differences concerning

agency compensation for IMC services

appeared among groups who believe the

success of IMC activities depends on ef-

fective public relations.

The ANOVA statistics for group re-

sponse differences on options for agency

compensation for IMC services are con-

tained in Table 9. The chi-square statistics

for group response differences on agency

compensation options are contained in

Table 10.

ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN IMC

MEASUREMENT AND IMC AGENCY

COMPENSATION

Group combinations involving public re-

lations practitioners were the only groups

to correlate a number of options for agency

compensation for IMC services with sev-

eral IMC measurement options at the .333

level or higher: They associated commis-

sion compensation with repeat sales

measures; fee-based compensation with

message exposure, feedback, response

changes, and image measures; compensa-

tion based on communication outcomes

with measures of audience observations,

repeat sales, and brand equity; sales-

based compensation with audience ob-

servation and revenue measures. The

combination of corporate marketing and

corporate public relations executives cor-

related sales as an appropriate method of

agency compensation for IMC services with

two IMC measurement options: response

changes and corporate image.
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